
Chapter Nine
MakingArithmetic Meaningful

hat does arithmetic mean to a child? ls arithmetic a series of rules that must be committed
to memory? ls it fear of not understanding? Arc apprehension and shame caused by fear
of impending failure? Are a child’s feelings about arithmetic related to the processes he is

supposed to be leaming, or are his feelings related to the judgments he will receive for lack of success
in coming up with “right” answers? What are the ehild`s intellectual and inner reactions to aritlinietie?
Discussionswith children having difliculty with arithmetic show that they are preoccupied by rules, prin-
ciplcs, memorization of facts, absolutes, and right and wrong.Their feelings include boredom, fear, confu-
sion, frustration, and anger. Unfortunately, these feelings when dealing with the arithmetic process are
retained throughout life.
Children’s comments about their reactions to arithmetic frequently vary according to how the subject is
presented and the attitude of the teacher. When a child is comfortable in the leaming situation, he becomes
receptive and responsive; otherwise, hewill close off and his leamingwill be limited,distorted, or nonex-
istent.
Arithmetic leaming should be a product of understanding, leading to the ability to innovate, create,
communicate, and use the data presented. ln this chapter we attempt to develop ways of helping a child
reach the goal ofproduction from underslanding.
What Was
In the past, arithmetic was usually taught by having the child do certain operations known as addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division. These operations were the result of putting numerals down
on paper and doing things with them. ln time, the numerals assumed the status of the real thing. They
became an end in themselves. As children advanced in the educational process, they were introduced to
“word problems,” formulae, geometry, and other so-called reasoning processes which were based on the
assumption that the children had become facile with the simpler operations. Far too often children were
pushed into using higher-order processes before they hadmastered the lower ones.They did not have an
adequate foundation of arithmetic, and they had not developed security within themselves when dealing
with numbers and numerals.
“New Math” was going to solve the problems of the child having difficulty with arithmetic by making
him aware of the inner meaning of what hewas doing. Unfortunately,old philosophies and methods were
brought to the teaching of new concepts and they were not compatible. The result was even more confu-
sion toteachers, children,and parents.
The language aspects of arithmetic
Arithmetic has not often, at least by laymen, been considered a language. The teaching of arithmetic,
however, is enhanced when it is thought of in temis of language. Arithmetic is a language because it
uses written and spoken vehicles. These symbolsmust be received and translated within a person’s inner
language. When a person tries to leam a new language he can do so only when he feels free within
himself to receive the vocabulary of that language and relate it in a meaningful way to some motor and
visual experience. Tomaster the new language, it is necessary for the person to think in terms ofthe new
language and express his thoughts in that language.
Inner language is a thought process inwhich a person takes information from hisextemal world, matches
and adds to it from his intemal storehouse of experiences, information, and knowledge and drawsappro-
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priate conclusions. Internally a person visualizes and reconstructs situations that are described outside
of himself, He restateswhat he hears in terms that he can understand, using visual, language, and motor
mechanisms. The individual must give mathematical symbols (2, +,=) meaning internally. Thismeaning
will be in tenns of a sense of musclemovementpatterns, a feelingof size, distance, direction,position, and
movement. Toaccomplish that, a person must be receptive to information.Then he can be free to think.
Causes of failure
One of the major causes of failure in arithmetic is the closing off of inncr language function by the child
because of fear. Arithmetic is usually treated as an absolute: you are either right or wrong. The child sees
himself as either right orwrong-usually wrongfwhen he “does his math.”
One ofmy young patients told me how disappointed she is with herself whenever she workswith arith-
metic. She dreads the thought of doing anywork involving arithmetic. This young lady makes a negative
self-judgment by calling herself stupid; she then loses reeeptivity. Inner confusion results and she turns
off. When she is in that state of mind, she cannot be taught.
Anger, fear, and negative self-judgment place the child in a position where arithmetic becomes a burden-
some task because it damages the self-image. Watch a child who hastrouble with arithmetic.As you try to
teach him,watch his eyes glaze over. Tension and fear cause his face to harden. His mouth tightens as he
talks, and his body becomes tense when you attempt to show himhow “easy” and what “fun” arithmetic
is. How can the child be receptive to learningwhen his inner language system is closed down?He turns off
his thought processes to protect himself. His failures in arithmetic have alreadymade him feel inadequate
enough. Why should he expose himself to more?
The teacher must be aware of how every child feels about himselfand must be cautious not to add to any
negative feeling generated by the child. Effective teaching comes from listening to a child’s thinking and
how he expresses his thought processes.Asking a child, “How did you arrive at that answer?" is a greater
stimulus to learning than “That’s right!” or “That’swrongl” It isessential to keep the childopen and recep-
tive,

ln the procedures that follow we try to keep a child open and receptive to learning. No principle of arith-
metic is so important that it isworth leaming at the price of damaging a child. The methods of teaching
which are illustrated are designed to boost the child’s feelings about himselfaswell as to help him discover
the basic arithmetic conceptswith which we are concerned.

Numerals and Numbers
A child looking at the words in a book is expected to translate the letters into identifiable sounds that will
result in meaning. The letters of the alphabet, the written symbols of our language, are accepted as the
basis for reading and Written communication. Numerals, the written symbols of arithmetic, are the basis
for thewritten and reading communication of mathematics. For numerals to have anyWorthwhile signin-
cance, a child must translate each numeral into a meaning beyond the coniiguration of that symbol. Too
often teachers, parents, and children become concemedmerely with the operations that can be done with
numerals without considering the understanding behind those operations. Consequently, children may
be able to manipulate numerals, but may at the same time have great difficulty gaining insights into the
processes of arithmetic. For arithmetic to take on full and constructive meaning, childrenmustbc taught
the relationships among the symbol (numeral), the meaning (number), and the mathematicalprocesses.
When children work with arithmetic and itsprocesses, theymust speak and think,and picture andmanipu-
late objects in relationship to their activity.Using visual, spatial, auditory, or tactilemeans of illustrating
what they are doing in arithmetic operations adds to meaning and understanding. In addition to a verbal
or written answer to an arithmetic problem, the childmust also be able to state his answer in other terms,
preferably in terms that can be seenby means of demonstrationswith concrete objects.
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Cuisenaire Rods, Stem Blocks, abacus, addingmachine, clothespins, coins, and buttons are some of the
concrete media that make arithmeticmore than just an intellectual experience to the child.
Definitionof number and numeral
Number is real. Numeral is the symbol used in place of the actual quantity. Numerals are the “words” of
the symbolic language used to make statements about quantities: 2 + 2 = 4 is a typical sentence in this
symbolic language. Number can be said toexistwithin a person as part of his inner language system.
When Charlie sees “2,” he should experience “twoness”~thc idea of two. His experience is intemal. If
Charlie wants to vocalizc what he sees, he re-translates “twoness” into the word two. Or he writes the
symbol “2” or one of the other symbols commonly used for “twoness,” such as “ll."
The relationship between numeral and number can he mademoremeaningful to children by having them
talk about their names. Explain that we give people names such asGeorge, Frank, Sally, etc., in order to
identify them. Just as a numeral identifies number, the child`s name identifies him. (1am sure that some
bright child will pop upwith the fact that we are now back to giving people numerals rather than names,
in order to identify them. Don’t get sidetracked on that one.)
Then proceed as follows:
Ask each child to call off his first name.
List their names on the chalkboard. (Emphasize that a name may representa person or thing, but a name
is not that person or thing. ln the same way, a numeral is the symbol used to name or represent a number
or group of things, but a numeral is not the actual thing.)
The dialogue goes something like the following:
Teacher: As you find your name in this list, look at it and tell me if your name looks anything likeyou?
Children: No!
Tcachert l agree. You are better looking.What is the difference between your name and you?
Children: Our names are written; we are real. Our names are used inplace of us.
Teacher: Yes,a nameisa symbolwhichrepresentsor isused in placeofsomeoneor something. lt isnot that

someoneorsomething.Weusenamestoallowuseithertowriteortotalkaboutdifferent peopleor
things. What is another reasonwegive people dilferent names?

Children; So that wecan tell them apart, one from the other.
Teacher: Yes. ln arithmeticwe also use di l̀ ferentnames to talkabout things andtell them apart.What dowe

call the names for numbers inarithmetic?
Children: Numerals are used inarithmetic to name numbers.
Qualification of numeral
Achildworks with numerals solely for convenience, and hemust realize that he is dealing with symbols,
not the real thing. A numeral is meaningless if it is isolated from some object(s) - it is then a counting
number.Were you to say, “l have three,” you wouldbe describing only a numeral. l would have to ask you,
“What do you have three of'?” Youmust qualify the three in order to make it meaningful. Did you have
three dollars, three candy bars, three houses, or three of what? Too often children are so caught up with
work sheets and drills that require working with numerals to practice arithmetic that they fail to realize
that what they are doing can be represented with something meaningliil. They become so involved with
symbolsthat only the symbols are important. Children will be able to functionmore freely inthe processes
of arithmetic when they can think in ten°ns of a numeral as a symbolic relationship between number and
thing. Anexample of teaching achild the concept ofqualifyinga numeral can bedoneusing the following
dialogue as a continuation ofthe similarity between naming people and naming numbers:
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Teacher:
Children:
Teacher:

Children
Teacher:

Children
Teacher:

Children
Teacher:

What do we dowhen you and another child have the same name?
Welook to see if their last names are different.
Inotherwords,wehave tousetwonamesinorder to tellwhoyouare.Onename tellsusaboutyou
personal lyand theother nametells what familyyou come from.Goaround the roomand tellyour
name and what family you come from.
My name is _. __andmy family name is. ___
The same idea works with numeral and number.
When wesee E D U
wegive thenumberanameofthree.Doesthenameornumeral“3”tellusverymuchaboutwhatwe
see?
It tells you that you sec three.
Doesthe numeral“3”tell uswhatweseethreeof? Isn’tit likesaying,“Edwardcomehere,”when
there are two Edwards in the room? Howwould you know to which Edward I amreferring‘?”
Youwould have to use Edward’s last name.
Yes,justaslwouldhavetouseEdward’s lastnameto identifyhimfully,wewouldhavetotell three
ofwhat weare talking about. Wewould have to say, “I sec the three blocks or three squares.”

This type of dialogue should be continued using examples of objects with which the children are familiar.
ln the classroom setting you can work with windows, doors, desks, pencils, erasers, paper clips, and any
other familiar objects. The most important thing is to have the children survey their surroundings and
discuss them in terms of quantity, relating number to numeral. Use the chalkboard to write the numeral
and qualification of the objects the children describe to you.
This may be done as follows:

1. Should the children tell you that they see four desks, write on the chalkboard, “4 desks” and “four
desks.”

2. To avoid hang-ups over spelling andwriting, it is extremely important that you write what the children
tell you, rather than having them write it. After the children seem to get the idea behind what you are
doing and relate the information freely to you, have them express what they are saying with numerals
and rods.Thiscan bedone as follows,usingCuisenaire Rods,plastic numerals,word cards, and rubber
stamps:

Teacher: Pointing to four chairs, ask, “Howmany chairs are here'.7”
Children: Four.
Teacher: Pick out four rods (useunit rods only) to show the number of chairs.

Childrenpick out four rods and place them on the desk in front of them.
On the chalkboard write, "4 chairs,” Pointing to the “-4,” say, "Pick out the plastic ntmteral (or card with a
numeral on it) that looks like this.”

Children pick out the plastic ‘4’andplace it on the desk in front of them.
(Doa quick check for accuracy. If all children have the correct numeral, just say, “Yes” or “That’s it” and
go on.)
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l. Should a child nothave the correct numeral, say, “Does your numeral look like mine?”Have the child
find the correct numeral before you go on.You could ask the child’s desk mate if he agrees. Donor tell
the child he is wrong. Havehim see thedifference under your guidance.

2. When all of the children have the correct symbol, have them pick out the card that names the same
thing as your word. In this casehave them look for the card that says, “chairs”

3. After the children pick out the correct plastic numeral, have them pick out the correct mbber stamp
representing that numeral. Have them stamp the numeral on a piece of paper and trace around the
stamped numeral with a crayon.The purposeofthe tracing is to have the child get a feeling for theway
the numeral is made.

There aremany variations of ways to have a child relate number to numeral.The sequence is to have him
talk about number, represent numberwith Cuisenaire Rods, make the symbol, see the symbol, select the
symbol, and feel the symbol. Toreinforce the learning, have the child then relate it back to the number by
reversing the process, as follows:
° Tracing the numeral, he isto say, “Thismeans four.”
° Pointing to the plastic numeral, he is to say, “Thismeans four.”
° Pointing to the four rods,he is to say, “These are four.”
' Pointing to four chairs, he is to say, “These are four.”
The following illustrates the fact that numerals have meaning beyond their appearance: Copy the figures accu-
rately in large scale.

2 51°5
Ask the children, “Which numeral is biggest?" Listen to the responses before you comment. Some children
will tell you that the seven is biggest because it means more. Another child might tell you that the three is
biggest because it looks larger. Some children maywant to know ifyou are asking about the size of the numeral
or what it represents. They will want you to qualify what youmean. The child who asks for qualihcation is
thinking in terms of number; the child who is only looking at the size of the numeral is thinking in terms of
numeral and does not remember or understand that numerals have meaning beyond their physical appear-
ance. Explain to the children that while the “3” shown here is the largest numeral physically, the “7”
represents the largest quantity of something.Another example follows:

In the numeral "S6, ”which is greater; the "5 " or the "6"?
ln order to understand this question, onc must know how our number system works. The “5” is
greater because it means or represents 50 ones,while the “6” represents only 6 ones. If one does
not understand our number system, then the “6” is greater because it follows “S” in the counting
order.

Numberconstancy
Nomatterwhat symbol you use to represent a number-anumeral, a word, or any other designation-the
number is always the same,Many times children think that there is only one way of an'iving atananswer
to a problem or only oneway to state a number.They must gain flexibility in their understanding of ways
of statingnumber. To illustrate this concept, have the children do the following:
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Take the name of one of the children in the room and see how many nicknames they can think of
for that child. Jonathan becomes Jon, Johnnie, and Jo.All ofthe nicknamesstand for Jonathan, and
regardless of which form of Jonathan is used, each still describes the same child.
The same applies to other names, such asElizabeth, whichmay be represented byBetty,Liz,Beth,
Eliza.Regardless ofwhat name is used, the girlwhose name is Elizabeth does not change; she still
remains the same person.

The concept of constancy can be applied to number as well as names by asking the childrcn how many
dilferentways they can name a number. This can be done as follows:

Have the children select a number and then name it in asmany ways as possible. As you do this
with children, in addition to demonstrating the constancy of number, you may find out something
about the child’s level of arithmetic sophistication. Ask the children, "How many names canwe
give for thismany?”(Hold up seven fingers.)List their responses on the chalkboard. Youcan name
seven in many ways, some of which follow:

7 seven
sieben (or any other language)
6 + l 2 x 3 + l
5 + 2 8 - I
4 + 3 9 - 2
3 + 4 21/3
2 + 5 28/4
1+ 6

Continue, depending on how many arithmetic processes the children want to illustrate. The illustration
tells us that the person who gave those answers knows something about addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, division and at least one foreign language. Another way the child might demonstrate meaning or
expression is through the use of physical objects, such asCuisenaire Rods or Stem Blocks. This can be
done as follows:

l. Use the unit blocks from the Cuisenaire Rods and arrange them according to number.
2.Write on the chalkboard the numeral representing that number.
3.Show that the rods may be arranged inmany differentways, yet the given numeral always remains the

same.
4. Use symbols to keep track of the grouping, as follows:
All groupings that name five:

Efflfljj

E
ZH
§§@

5. Repeat this procedure usingother numbers.
Try as many ways as you know lo have the children think in temis of the inner meaning ofnumerals. In
thatway childrenwill look at arithmetic as something that isworthwhile and fun toworkwith because it
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challenges their thinking. As they become involved in higher mathematics andmore advanced processes,
theywill look for the meaning and the understanding of what they are doing, rather than looking only for
correct answers.

Lynnwas very frightened of arithmetic in any form because she felt that if she did not get the right answer
she would be wrong.As a result she alwaysworked for the answerand never tried to understand what she
was doing.When she was in tenth grade, she had considerable difficultywith simple algebra because she
never looked for relationships, nor could she restatea problem. For example, when working withcomple-
mentary anglesofa right triangle, where the fomiula is x - C= 90°, and Lynnwas given angle x, she could
always tind angle C, but when shewas given angleC, she could not find angle x. This happened because
she did not understand that the formula x + C = 90° could be restated to read 90° - C = x. Her failure
reinforcedher poor self-concept inmathematics. Her fear caused by previous failure prevented receptive,
inner and expressive areas of vision and language from functioning.

60° X

\\9o 30° \ao° C

Our Number System
Having an understanding and developing facility with our number system has been helpful to many chil-
dren who have difficulty with arithmetic.When the child lcams tounderstand and is conversant with the
various functionsof our numbersystem, the processes of addition, subtraction,multiplication and division
become less of anobstacle for him.
These understandings also help a child with our money system because both systems are based on the
power of ten.Webuild up to ten using ones; then we build up to one hundred as a product of tens; ten
hundreds become a thousand; ten thousands become one hundred thousand; and ten hundred thousands
become onemillion. It helps a child’s learning to understand how these various combinations come about
and how tobreak them apart.
Teaching an understanding of the number system
The child must read, say (talk out), manipulate concretematerial, write the symbol, verbally confirm what he
has written, and comparewhat he has done with what was presented (confirm,monitor, or feedback). This is
done in the following way, using Cuisenaire Rods:

Teaching the meaning of one
Teacher: Pick out thc smallest rod from thc box,

The child isasked togive this rod aname and this isdone byquestioning, as follows:
Teacher: Place the red(two)rod in frontofthechild; ask,“Canyouputwhite rodson the redrodto make the

same size as the red rod?"
Child: Yes.
Teacher: Showme.
Child: Places two white (one) rods onthe red rod.
Teacher: Repeat with the other rods going one step higher each time. Then work back to the two rod.

After the child has shown that he canbreak the red rodinto twowhite rods, ask the child, “Can
youmake the white rod smaller?"

Child: No.
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Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

The one rod.

Smallest.

Let’s playwith the one rod.

What name do you think we cangive that white rod?

That is the one or unit rodbecause it is the (pause)what?

Yes, it is the smallest sowe call it the one rod.

a. Draw the following on the chalkboard

Ones

b. Ona sheet of 8 l/2 x ll paper, rule off the following
c. Place the paper in front of the child,
d. Teacher: Draw a single one rod in the ones column on the chalkboard

Place the same number of one rods in the onescolumn on your paper as you see on the chalk-
board.

Ones

e. Teacher: Howmany rods do you have in the ones column?
Child: I have one rod in the ones column.
Teacher: Yes, you have one rod in the ones column and that is what I have shown to you on the chalk

board.
f. Repeat above up tonine going through the same verbalizations.
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Transferring from number to numeral
Eliciting the method from the child is done as follows:
Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher

Pointing to the numeral, the teacher asks, “What is this numeral’s name?"
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher;

much.

No, tell us.
I don’t understand, how can Ido that?
Say, three rods, four rods, like that.
How can I write it?
Just write the numeral.
Let’s try what you suggest.

Teacherwrites a numeral on the chaLkboard as follows:

Ones

3

Three.
What does this numeral say?
Three ones.
What does this numeral mean?
Thrce ones.
Where should Iwrite it?
In the ones column.

3

Ones

3

What are you going I0 do?

Ifind itdifficulttodrawrodson thechalkboard inorder totell youhowmanyrodsyou shouldplace
in the ones column. Can someone tell me a way to do this so that I don’t have to write so

fr
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Child: Put three rods in thc ones column on mypaper.

Ones

Repeat for all numerals up tonine, using the same dialogue. The child is told that numerals talk to him-
they give him directives (not orders) for him to follow and tell him what he has to do.
His job is toknow and respond to the language,
Whenyou are sure the child understands the meaning ofunits,has facility with handling them, and can talk in
tenns ofwhat he doeswith the numcrals and rods,he is ready for the next step.
Teaching the meaning of “tens”
Using the preceding format draw ten blocks in the ones column.

Ones
U

UUUDUDDUD

Teacher: lt seems to me that as we use more and more rods they become more difhcult to handle. ls
there one large rodwe can use in place of this number (10) of one rods? (Demonstrate how
cumbersome il is tohandle somany small rods.)

Child: This rod (as he picks up thc “nine” rod),
Teacher: Howwill youprove tomethat all ofthe one rods make the samesize asthat large rod?
Child: l’ll measure them. Child lines up the one rods next to or on mpofthe large rod.

ETDEEEU
Teacher: What is the matter? How are they different?
Child: The big rod isn’t big enough.
Teacher: What must you do?
Child: Get a bigger rod.
Teacher: Whichone will you use?
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Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Tcacher;

Child:
Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

The orange one (as he picks up the “ten” rod). .
What will you do now?
Measure them.

Are thcy thc same size?
Yes.
Howmany one rods do you need to make the same size as the orange rod? Count them.
(Alter counting) tcn.
Fromnow on instead of using somany one rods, canwe use the orange one to show ten ones?
Doyou think it will be easier to handle than ten ones?
Yes.
Show me one ten rod.
Picks up orange rod.
Yes. Now howmany one rods do we meanwhen we use the orange rod?
Ten.
Yes, we use an orange rod to mean ten one rods. Show me two ten rods. Show me three ren
rods.
(Responds accordingly.)
Canwe put the ten rod in the ones column?
No.
What is the reason for not beingable to put the l en rod in the ones column?
Because it is not a one.
Where should the ten rods go on your paper?
ln another column.
Yes, what name do you think we should give the other column?
Tens.
Writes lens inproper column on chalkboard and onchiId’s paper.

Tens Ones
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Teachcr: The rule inour number system is:The greatest number inany column is nine Whenweadd one
more, wc must then move into the next column on the left. Now we will play with tens and
ones. (The teacher writes l5 on the chalkboard and asks: “What is the nameof this numeral‘7’)

15

Tens Ones

Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Fifteen.
What docs this numeral mean?
Fifteen ones.
What does it say?
One ten and five ones.

Teacher: Where do I write the one len? The five ones?
Child: The one goes in the tens column and thefivegoes inthe ones column

15

Tens Ones

1 5

Teacher: Using the rods, show mehow this looks on your paper.
Child: (Selects one ten and five one rods and places them inthe appropriate columns on his paper)

Tens Ones

El
El
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Teacher: Tellme aboutwhat you have done.
Child: l have one ten and live ones whichmakesfifteen.
Repeat the same process going up to99. Unfortunately, there is no rodwhich is equivalent to 100; there-
fore, arbitrarily select someobject to represent l00: an eraser,a pencil,or anobjectdifferent from the rods.
Explain to the child that the reason you are using the 100object is because it would be awkward to handle
a rod 100units long. Go through the sameprocess discussing hundreds.Have the child make anadditional
column on his paper representing hundreds:

Hundreds Tens Ones 1
This same process can be carried on into thousands, ten thousands, or higher depending on how far you
wish to go. I find that working into the hundreds is usually enough to teach children about our number
system. Frequently, children become so enthusiastic with this approach that they want to go into thc
“bigger” numbers. They develop a feeling of importance and self-satisfaction as they learn to become
conversant with numbers.
This understanding of our number system helps a child develop a working knowledge of numbers that
hemay apply to other processes of arithmetic.The purpose, in addition to understanding, is to help him
develop ease of manipulation and a working relationship with numbers free from tension.

Meaning of Zero
How many people feel that zero means nothing? What would our number system be without the zero?
Howwould wewrite numbers larger than nine?How would we designate a starting point in space?
It would be a good idea to have children work with a number system without the zero. They could use
either our present number system or make one up. They would not use the zero when writing numbers
which have the zero in them, such as 20, 306, or 509. They could do this in manyways; for example, they
could write out the numbers: twenty, three hundred six, and five hundred nine. They could use a dash to
illustrate the zero, such as 1-meaning ten, or l- - meaning one hundred,or 3-6 meaningthree hundred six.
Havingchildrenwork withanumber system that does notcontain the zerowill give them insights into our
number system and the need for the zero.
The zero is used in our number systemas follows:
As a place holder:
When we have nothing in a column we use the zero to indicate that nothing is there. For example: the
numeral l en is written as one and zero or I0, which indicates that wc have one ten and no ones. Three
hundred and seven would be written as three, zero, seven or 307, which indicates that there are three
hundreds, no tens, and seven ones. Whenwe see 07 on the calculator, this indicates that there are no tens
and seven ones. We say that zero is a place holder because when there is nothing in the column, the zem
holds thc place of the column in our number system.
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Activities to demonstrate the meaning of zero as a place holder are as follows:
Draw a numeral grid on the chalkboard as follows:

Tens Ones

Teacher; (Verbally, give the child a number containing a zero; i.e., ten. Have the child tell you where
to place the numerals representing ten.)Where should I placc the numeralsmeaning ten?

Tens Ones

1

Child: No.
Tcachcr: Then, what should I place in thc ones column?
Child: Azero.
Teacher: (Writes the zero in the ones column and asks, “What does that now tell us?”)

Tens Ones

1 0

Teacher: (Pointingto what she has written.)What do these numerals say tous?

Child: Write the one in the tens column.
Teacher: Write the numeral one in thc tens column.

Teacher: Are there any ones?

Child: That tells usthat there are noones.
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Child: The numerals tell us that there isone ten and no ones.
Teacher: When we speak about this,what do we say?
Child: Wesay Ien butwe could also say that there are ten ones. When we write it, we have to show

one ten and no ones,otherwise wewould have to show ten lines.
This same procedure is to be repeated using other multiples of ten, such as, twenty, thirty, forty, and up to
ninety. The same thing is toberepeated for hundreds, from onehundred up tonine hundred. Forhundreds
draw the numeral grid as follows:

Hundreds Tens Ones

The dialogue is similar to that used when describing tens and is as follows:
Teacher: Where should I place the numerals meaning three hundred and seven?
Child: Put the three in the hundreds column, a zero in the tens column, and a seven in the ones

column,
Teacher: (Writes the numbers in the appropriate column as directed by the child and asks, “What does

this tell us?")

3 0 7

Hundreds Tens Ones`
Child: This tells us that there are three hundreds, no lens,and seven ones.
Zero as a referencepoint or starting point.
Zero isa reference or startingpoint in space. Weuse zero to indicate where we start from.With a starting
point it is possible to go above, below, right, left,ordiagonally to that point.Aperson is the startingpoint
for his world of spacebecause all things exist in relationship to him. When workingwith altitude, sea level
is the starting point, and we talk in terms of feet or miles above or below sea level. The zero enables us to
have negative, aswell as positive numbers whichwe note when using a them1ometer.
Activities todemonstrate using zero as a reference or starting point are as follows:
(For additional activities referto the game with thebeanbag and soldiers in the section on TrainingActivi-
ties.) Have the children set up the tiles as described. The red square is the zero point and all of the other
tiles exist in relationship to it, which will look as follows:
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The child is instructed to knock over the soldier somany spaces to the right, left, above, or below the red
square. Later this can bc dcsignatcd as plus or minus as follows: thc tiles to the right and those above the
red square are considered positive or plus; the tiles to the left and those below the red square are consid-
ered as negative or minus.
Were you to instruct the child to knock down the soldier two tiles to the right ofthe red square, you could
say, “Knock down the soldier at plus two across.”
You could teach the child the meaning of horizontal in place of across; vertical inplace of up and down.
Should you desire even more sophistication, you could label the horizontal as the “x” and the vertical
as the “y.”Your instruction for three to the leh would become, “Knock down the solder at x-3." Iwould
iirst use the terms up, down, and across, then the tenns horizontal or vertical, and then the terms x or y.
In this way the child can become aware of an evolving level of sophistication as ameans of abbreviating
language.
Stepping Stones
AnotherW a y of illustrating the zero as a starting point is to make a number line on the floor with blocks or
colored tiles. At first, the tiles can be arranged either horizontally or vertically, then later, both horizontal
and vertical,

mmmmmmmmmmmmm
Use a red orwhite tile as the zero point.Have the child start hiswalking at thc zero point asfollows:

l. Have himwalk acertain number of steps to the right or le&of the zero point.
2.After taking the steps he is to tell you that he is that number of steps to the right or leii of zero.
3. As hcdevelops proficiency have him use the termspositive and negative in place of right and left. You

can then give him directions by saying, "Movenegative, five steps,” or "Movepositive two steps.”
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Child:

UUUDUDDD
CIEIEIEI

uuiiiul
Teacher: What are you going to do now?
Child: Replace ten oneswith one ten.
Teacher: Showme.

Ones

illll i

Teacher
Child:
Teacher;

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

I Say what you see.

Eight tens and two oncs.
What are yougoing to do now?
Replace the two ones with a two block.
Show me.

Tens Ones

mill
“

Teacher: Write iton the chalkboard.
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Teacher:
Child:

Teachcr:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Write it on the chalkboard.
(Writesas t̀ ollows:)

Tens Ones

7 +6 = ? 1 3

What does that say?
Onc ten and threc ones.
What is the name for one ten and three ones?
Thirteen.
Yes. Now answer this (pointing to the equation 7+ 6 = ?).
Seven plus six equals thirteen.
1agree.

Regroupingbeyond the teens
The sameprocedure is carriedout in the addition ofnumbersfrom twenty to ninety-nine.

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Teacher:

(Writes the following on the chalkboard.)

Fifty-four plus twenty-eight equals what?
What does this say?

ln which column should I put the numerals?
For the iiity-four, put thc five in the tens column and the four in the ones column.
(Writes on the chalkboard as foIIows:)

For the twenty eight, put the two inthe tenscolumn and the eight in the ones column.
(Writes on the chalkboard, as f̀ ollows:)

Tens Ones

54+28=? 5 4

2 8

Showmehow this looks in tem1s of number.
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Child: Put them in the ones column.
Teacher: (Writes on the chalkboard, as followsz)

_ 77+s-if +5

Teacher: Showme how this looks in terms of number.
Child:

Tens

UUEIDEIUE
CIDIIEIEIIEI

Teacher: What are you going to do now?
Child: Replace ten ones with one ten.
Teacher: Show me.

Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

ll2 Eyes OKI’m OK

Saywhat you see. TGHS

One ten and three ones.
What are you going to do now?

Replace the three ones with a three block.
Show me.



Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher: Where are you going to put the ten blocks?
Child:

Howmany blocks are inthe ones column?
(Counts the blocks and says, "Ten.")
What are you going to do with the ten one blocks?

In the tens column.

@

Teacher: Tellmehow you say what you see.
Child: One ten and no ones.
Teachcr: Write it on the chalkboard.

W ' ' f ll :Child: ( rites it as o ows)

Teacher: What does that say?
Child:
Teacher: What is the name of that symbol?
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher: 1agree.

One ten and no ones.

Ten.

Nine plus one equals ten.

Repeat the same procedure with all number combinations that equal a sum of ten. Give examples of
adding two, three, and four numerals together to get a sum of ten.
Regrouping beyond ten

Teacher: (Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

What does this say?
Child: Seven plus six equalswhat.
Teacher: In which column should l put the numerals?

Yes.Now answer this (pointing to the numeral sentence 9 + 1= 10).

Exchange it for a ten block. (Takes out a ten block and puts the one block in the box.)
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Teacher: On the chalkboard, write the answer to the question 5 + 2 = ?,
Child: (Writes the numeral 7 and says, “Five plus two equals seven.”)
Teacher: I agree.

(Repeat the sameprocedure with allnumber combinations that equal a sum of nine or
less. Give examples of adding two numerals together, such as 4 + 3 and three or four
numerals together, such as 2 + 2 + l or 2 + 3 + 3 + l .)

Addition of two-digit numbers
Establishing the Regrouping toTen

Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher

Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Child;

Teacher:

Child:

IIO Eyes OK I 'rnOK

(Writes the following on the chalkboard:)
What does this say?
Nineplus one equals what.
In which column should I put the nine?
The ones column.

(Writes on the chalkboard and asks, “In which column should I put thc one?)
The ones column.
(Writes on the chalkboard, as followsz)

9
9+1=? +1

Show mehow this looks in terms of number.

The rule in our number system is:The highest counting number in any column is how
many?

lj UEIIIEUUEIIII

Nine.
When one mo1'e is added tonine in a column,wemustmove into the next column on the
what?
Left.



Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Child:

What does this say?
Fiveplus two equals what.
lnwhich column should Iput the five?
The ones column.
(Writeson the chalkboard and asks, “lnwhich column should I put the two?”)

_ 55+2-? +2

The ones column.
(Writes on the chalkboard, as follows):
Showme how this looks in terms of number.

%
LJ
1:1mm
\:u:1
|:|

Howmany one blocks are there all together?
Seven.
Find the rod that is the same size asall of the oneblocks together.
(Picks out the seven rod.)
Measure the seven rodby placing the one rods next to it.

l l l l l l f

l l l l l l l gi

Put the seven rod intheones column to take the place ofthe one rods, and put the one
rods back in the box.
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Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher;

Child:
Teacher:

Showmehowyouwritethe groupingoftheblocks inorder to take three stepswhenyou
start at the sixth step.
(At the chalkboard, writes: “6 -/~ 3 = 2.”)
Walk it out and show me.

(Lays out one group of six blocks, dividcs thcm into three groups of two blocks, and
walks itout.)

zxxxxxx
6

z xx xx xx
2 2 2

Tell me what it says.
It says, take one groupof six blocks and make it into three groups of two blocks each,
I agree.

Repeat with other problems.

Using Cuisenaire Rods to Teach MathematicalOperations
Cuisenaire Rodsareused to have thechild go from the symbolic (numeral),to verbal, to concrete (number),
to verbal, tonumeral,This isdone with thc basic math operations as follows:
Addition
Set the child up with a set of Cuisenaire Rods and a piece of paper ruled off with the designation of our
number system. On the chalkboard draw a designation of our number system.

Chalkboard

Child’sDesk

%

The procedure uscd is similar to that discussed in the section, “Our Number System,” on pages 91 to 97
and is done as follows:

Teacher: The rule in our number system is: The highest number of counting order in any
column is nine (9). When one more is added to nine in a column, wemust then move
into the next column on the left.

Addition of single digit numerals
Teacher: (Writes the following on the chalkboard:)
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Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher;

Division:

Tellmewhat it says.
It says that two groups of four blocks each will giveme one group of eight blocks.
Walk it out and showme.
(Groups the blocks into two groups of four,walks it out, puts them intoone group of
eight.)

zxxxx xxxx
4 4

zxxxxxxxx
8

I agree. (Repeat with other problems.)

a. The tiles are set up as in la above.
b. Have the child stand on the last tile (the“I0” tilc).
c. Develop the following dialogue:
Teacher:

Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Fromwhere you are take five steps to zero; how many blocks will each stcp cover?
(Or, if you step on every other block,how many stepswill you have taken to get to
zero?)
I will step on every second block.

zxxxxxxxxx
I0
z xx xx xx xx
2 2 2 2

Show me.
(Walks on the blocks.)
I agree.

d. When the child gains proficiency in the step above, present the problem to him as follows:
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Dividenine steps by three; how many steps will you take and howwill yougroup the
blocks?
Iwill take three steps and I will have three groups of three blocks each.
Showme.
(Takes three steps andmakes three groups of three blocks each.)

zxxxxxxxx
9

z xxx xxx xxx
3 3 3

I agree.
e. When the childgains proficiency in the phase described above, workwith thc arithmetic deno-

tation for division asfollows:
Teacher:

Child:

Show me how the statement, “Starting at the sixth step, how many blocks will each
stepcover ifyou take three steps to get back to zero?" will look when it is written on
the chalkboard inarithmetic language.
(Goes to the chalkboard and writcs: “6 ~/3 = ?”)
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Multiplication:
a. The tiles are set up as inIa above.
b. Have the child stand on the z tile.
c. Develop the following dialogue:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher

Child:
Teacher:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher

Take three steps of two blocks each.
(Takes three stepsof two blocks each.)

z x x x x x x
2 22

Group the blocks to show how you have put three steps of two blocks each into one
group.
(Does it.)
I agree.
How many blockswill you have moved through altogether?
I have moved through six blocks altogether.

zxxxxxx
6

Iagree.
d. When the child gains proficiency in walking by twos, threes and lives, present the problem to

him as follows:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Take four times two steps.
(Takes four steps of two blocks each.)

z x x x x x x x x
8

Group the blocks to show how you have put four steps of two blocks each into one
group.
(Does it.)
I agree.
Howmany blockswill you have moved through altogether?
I havemoved through eight blocks altogether.
I agree.

e. When the child gainsproficiency inthe phase described above, workwith the arithmetic deno-
tation formultiplication, as follows:

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Child:
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Showmehowtl1estatement,“Whatisthetotalnumberofblocksyouhavemovedthrough
altogether when you take two steps of four blocks each?” looks on the chalkboard
written in arithmetic language.
(Goes to the chalkboard and writes: “2 x 4 = ?”)
Show me how you write the number of blocks you have moved through when you
take two steps of four blocks each.

(At the chalkboard writes: “2x 4 = 8.”)



Subtraction:
a. The tiles are set up in la above.
b. Have the child stand on thc z tile.
c. Develop the following dialogue:
Teacher:

Child:

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Starting at the zero point, take six steps forward, tum around and then take three
steps back towards the zero point.
(Walks out the directions.)

QZL
Z XXXXXXX X X
l 2 3 4 5 6

Fromwhere you are, how many steps do you have to take to get back to the starting
point?
Three steps.
I agree.

d. When the childgains proficiency inhandling the mechanics of the activity of subtraction, the
following dialoguemay ensue:

Teacher: Starting atzero, take four steps forward, then two steps back toward zero.
(Before the child takes the steps, he is asked:"Wherewould yoube when you are finished?)

Child: Two steps from zero.
Teacher: Show me.
Child: (Walks it out.)

ll
z g g k g x x x x x

Teacher: Whcrc are you now?
Child: Two steps fromzero.
Teacher: I agree.
e. When thechild gains proficiency inthe phase described above, work with the arithmetic deno-

tation for subtraction, as follows:

Child:
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Teacher: Show me how the statement, “Take five steps forward, mmaround and take four
steps back towards the zero point,” looks on the chalkboard written in arithmetic
language.
(Goes tothe chalkboard andwrites “5-4 = ‘?”.
Showme how you write the number of steps away from zcro youwill be when you
have taken five stcps forward and then four stepsback.
At the chalkboard, writes: “5 -4 = I
Walk it out and show me.

(Walks it out.)
sill
zaxaaaxxxx
1Z3 4 5

l agree. (Repeatwith other problems.)
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d. When the child gains proficiency in counting and relating his steps to zero, the following dialogue
may ensue to develop number facts:

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Starting at zero, take three steps forward and then take six more steps forward.
(Before the child takes the steps, he is asked; “Howmany stepswill you have taken
altogether?”)
Nine steps altogether.
I agree.

(Should the child be in error and state: “Ten steps altogether,” the teacher is to say: “Show
mc.” The child then walks it out. Should he still hold to “Ten steps,” the teacher is to say; “I
disagree,” not “You are wrong!"The teacher then is to say: “Try it again and check it out; see
if you canfind your error.”)

e. When the child gains proficiency in his number facts, the following dialogue to teach arithmetic
denotationmay ensue:

Teacher

Child:
Teacher

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher

Show me how the statement, “Take four steps forward and then take two more steps
forward,” looks inarithmetic languagewhen it is written on the chalkboard.”
(Goes to the chalkboard andwrites: 4 + 2 = ?)
Show me how you write the number of steps you have taken altogether when you
take four steps and then two more steps.
(At the chalkboard, writes: 4 + 2 = 6.)
Walk it out and showme.
(Walks it out.)

z;;;;xxxxx
123412

I agree.
(Should the child be in error,handle it in the sameway described above.Allow him to make the
error on the chalkboard, walk it out, and discover his own error and the solution to the error.)

f. Present problems to the child requiringmore complicated addition, such as the following:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
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Writes the following type of problem on the chalkboard: 3 + 2 + 5 = ‘.’
Looks at the problem presented andmakes a response.
Walk it out and show me.
(Walks it out and responds with the answer "Ten," and then goes to the chalkboard
and writes the answer, “l0.”)

Z L ¥ l X 7 ¢ L § 5 l §

l23 l 2 I 2345
I agree. (Repeat with other problems.)



Using Stepping Stones to PracticeMathematic Processes
Stepping stones consist of a series of blocks which may be made of loose floor tiles or 8" pieces of 2 x 4
wood, They may be arranged in a variety of ways depending on the concept you wish to teach. Theymay
be used as anadditional aid to teach the following:

l .Zero as a startingor center point.
2.Arithmetic operations-addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
3.Positiveand negative numbers.
The activities to illustrate these functions are as follows:

Zeroas a starting point:
a. Select ten tiles and place them on the tioor in a straight line. The first tile should be distin-

guished from the others by being a different color orwith markings on it to make it different,
as in the following:

Z X X X X X X X X X

b. llave a child stand on the z tile.
c. Develop the following dialogue:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Child:

Take three steps forward.
(Takes three steps.)

zgggxxxxxx
123

Where are you from your starting point?
I am three steps from mystarting point.
Wecall the starting point, the zero point. How many steps are you from the zero
point?
I am three steps from the zero point.

d. Repeat the above having the child take I, 2, 3 steps, etc., up to ten.
This type of activity helps the child relate number concept to a delinite starting point in space, which is the
zero. This concept is important to him for all futureoperations with numbers.
Addition:

a. The tiles are set up asin 1a above,
b. Have the child stand on the z tile.
c. Develop the following dialogue:
Teacher:

Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:

Starting at the zero point, take five steps forward and then take three more stcps
forward.
(Walks out the directions.)

Z xL 5 l xX x X X

l 2 3 4 5 l 2 3
How many steps have you taken altogether?
Eight steps altogether.
I agree.
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l. Addition. Addition, the basis of all arithmetic processes, is a building up process, and the words associ-
ated with it always build or increase as follows:
Add, plus, more,greater than, all together, sum, increase, build, larger, extend, enlarge, grow, mag-
nify, makehigher, gain, unite, join, combine,associate.
The symbol for addition is:+.

2.Subtraction. Subtraction is a process of decreasing, and the words associatedwith it always decrease, as
follows:

Subtract, less, lessen, decrease, make smaller, remove, take away, take from, withdraw, leftover;
make lowei; reduce, sever.
The symbol for subtraction is; -_

3.Multiplication. Multiplication, the addition of like amounts. is a building up process where smaller
groups of similar items are put into one large group, and thc words used are as follows:
Multiply, all together, times, product, enlarge, extend, grow,magnify, increase, build, unite,join,
gather, combine, associate.
The symbol formultiplication is: x;or . ; or( ); or it isimplied, as2y.

4.Division. Division is a process where a large group is made into an equal number of smaller groups of
equal content. It is the undoingofmultiplication, and the words used are as follows:
Divide, equal parts, amongst, each, part, separate, sever, distribute, asunder, goes into.

The symbol for division is: ~/~.

Working with arithmetic operations
The child in the classroom may be asked tomake upproblems usingwords todescribe processes ofarith-
metic.After a child states his problem, other children might discuss the words used and the processes they
imply. Examples of this are as follows:

l. John is playing with blocks. He has arranged them so that he has four piles of blocks with live in
the first pile, six in the second, three in the third, two in the fourth. How many blocks does John
have altogether? How many would be in each pile if John were to arrange them into four equal
piles?
The question, “Howmany blocks does John have altogether‘?” implies the arithmetic operation of
addition.
The question, “Howmany would be in each pile ifJohn were to arrange them into four equal
piles?” implies the arithmetic operation of division.

2. John has four equal piles ofblocks arranged four to apile. Howmany blocks would John have if
they were combined into one large pile?
The question, “l-low many blockswould John have if they were combined into one large pile?”
implies the additionof like quantities, which ismultiplication.

3. Bricks were ordered for a building. Fourthousand three hundred brickswere ordered, but only four
thousand bricks were actually used.Howmany bricks were left over?
The question, “l-low many brickswere left over?” implies subtraction.

4. Twelve pieces of candy are to be shared equally among four boys. How many pieces will each boy
receive?
The question, “Howmany pieces will each boy receive?" and theword “equally” implies division.
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4. Repeat the procedure using a vertical arrangement of the tiles and teach the child thatpositive is above
and negative is below.

Thermometer
Use a thermometer to illustrate a vertical arrangement of numerals with a zero point. The use of positive
and negative numbers relative to zero may be illustrated in this way.
Purpose
The purpose ofworking this through with the child (orwith a group of children) is that you not only want
them to write out what they are doing, you also want them to talk it out. This gives you an opportunity
to hear what the child is thinking, and it gives the child an opportunity to express his thinking. Having
the child express his thinking verbally helps him devclop feedback, which in tum helps him develop an
understanding ofthe process he is developing and the reason forwhat he is doing.
When thc child makes an error,do not tell himhc iswrong; rather tell him that you donot agree with him.
Have him look at the situation and ask him to explain it to you. It is only byworking with the process that
the child will leam and have the experience become a part ofhim.When he is only concemed with being
right orwrong to meet an adult’s approval, his leamingmay not result in gaining insight into what he is
doing. The adultmay think the child has lcamed when he continually getscorrect answers, but many times
the child may fall down at the next level of performance, and noone can understand why.
Many parents report that their child used to do well in the lower grades, but as he went into thc higher
grades he did poorly. This may have happened because the childcommitted his work to memorywithout
really understanding it. This failure might have been avoided by taking time at the beginning to make
sure the child had insight rather than rote. When insight exists, a person can talk it out, and “owns” the
information.

TheOperations of Arithmetic
“Should I addor subtract?" “Am I supposed to multiply or divide?"These are the questions heard from
children as they seek the correct operation to solve anarithmetic problem. Parents frequently report that
their child doeswell inarithmetic computation, butwhen it comes to word problems he falls apart because
hc cannot determinewhich arithmetic operation is needed to solve the problem.
Never to be forgotten is the anguish of a young boy as he tried to work out an arithmetic problem and
could not figure out the correct operation needed. He was not able to comprehend the language of the
problem whichwould have told him the correct operation,All he could relate the written infomation to
was the question, “What did the teacher say? Do l add or subtract'?”Rather than leaming the meaning of
the language of the various operations of arithmetic, he had memorized mics.As he continued to search
for thc “right” operations, he became frustrated, angry, and depressed; finally coming to the conclusion
that he was just plain stupid and could not leam.Heviewed himselfasa failure because other children not
only seemed todothework soeasily, but actually seemed toenjoy doing it.
Continuous difficulty with arithmetic causes a child to develop fear and apprehension towards arithmetic
and hcprotects his feelings by tuming off. Tuming off inner language starts a vicious cycle of failure, and
more failure, with the result that thc child’s work suffers, and he finally avoids doing it. The need to help
children develop freedom of functionwithin themselves is again highlighted. Inner freedom and security
with arithmetic is developed by the child through understanding and becoming facile with the language
of arithmetic, the operations represented, and the words used to describe these operations. Children must
know as many ways as possible to linguistically describe addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-
sion.

Language of arithmetic operations
Following are some of the wordswhichmay be used to describe the various arithmetic processes:
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Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Subtraction

(Writes as followsz)

@
54+28='? 2

What does that say?
Eight tens and two ones.
What is the name for eight tcns and two ones?

Eighty-two.
Yes.Now answer this (pointing to the numeral sentence 54 +28 = ?).
Fifty-four plus twenty-eight equals eighty-two.
I agree.

Repeat the samepmcedure with number combinations that equal sums up to ninety-
nine. This basic procedurecan be carried into the hundreds or thousands using other
concrete designations to represent hundreds or thousands.

Asaddition isa building process or a process of increasing, subtraction is a removal process or a process
of decreasing. Knowing the number facts of addition will help a child with subtraction because addition
verifies subtraction.
Subtraction ofsingle-digit numbers

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Teacher:

(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)
What docs this say?

Six take away three equalswhat.
ln which column should I put the six?
The ones column.

(Writesonthe chalkboard, as followsz)

W

Showmehow this looks interms of number.
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Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:

IIUEIEIEIU

im E

Take away three one blocks; howmany are left?
(Removes three one blocks and says, “Three.”)
Write the following on the chalkboard:

6
6 ~ 3 = 7 _ 3

On the chalkboard write the answer to the question 6 -3 = '.7

(Writes the numeral 3 and says, “Six take away three equals three.”)
Iagree.
Repeat the sameprocedure with all numbercombinations involving single digits

Subtraction of two-digit numbers
a. Establishing the Regrouping of Ten

Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher

Teacher:

I I6 Eyes OKI’rn OK

(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

Ten take away four equals what.
What does this say?

How should I represent this in terms of our number system?
Write one in the tens column and zero in the ones column.

(Writes on the chalkboard, as followsi)

Tens Ones
1° - 4 = 7 0

Showmehow this looks in terms of number.



Child:

2 Can you take away four ones from a solid ten block?
Child: No, you can’t.
Teacher

Teacher: What do you have to do?
Child: Cash in the ten block for ten ones or a six and a four block.
Teacher: Showme.

IIIIIIEIEIEIEIEIEIIIIIII

Child:

Tens Ones Tens Ones

Teacher: Take away four, how many are left?
Child: (Removes four and says, “Six.”)
Teacher: (Writes the following on the chalkboard:)

C
10

10-4=? -4

Teacher: On the chalkboard, write the answer to the question 10-4 = ?.
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Child: (Writes the numeral 6 and says, Ten take away four equals six )
Teacher I agree

(Repeat the same procedure with all number combinations from 10-1 to 10-9 )
Using other two digit numbers

Teacher (Writes the following on the chalkboard )

Teacher
Child:
_ What does this say”

Thirty-six minus nineteen equals what
Teacher:
Child:

Howshould I represent this in terms of our number system”
Write three in the tens column and six in the ones column

Teacher: (Writeson the chalkboard, as follows )
Teacher:

Child:

Showmehow this looks in terms of number

Uljllllfflljlfla

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Can you take away nine ones from six ones

What do you have to do?
I have to cash in the ten block for either ten ones or a nine and a one block

§

lIllIl[]:|l]lf.lE

EIIJJEIDEDUUE
EIEIEEICICI

|
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Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Take away nine; howmany are left?
(Removesnine ones and says, “Sevenones are left.”)
Can you take awayone tcn from two tens?
Yes, that will leave one ten.

(Writes the following on the chalkboard 1)

W

Show me.

[]l]|]l'J|Il|IllIl

36-19=

On the chalkboard, write the answer to the question 36 -19= ?
(Writes the numeral l7 and says, “Thirty six take away nineteen equals seventeen.”)
I agree.
Repeat the sameprocedurewith other combinations oftwo-digit numbers.
Three digit (hundreds) numbers may be usedwith thesameprocess.

Illustrate the relationship between addition and subtraction
To illustrate the relationshipbetween addition and subtraction, do as follows:

Teacher:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Child:

(Writes the following on the chalkboard :)

What does this say?
Four plus two equals what.
How should I represent this in terms of our number system?
Write four inthe ones column, and under that write two in the ones column.
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Teacher: (Draws the following on the chalkboard:)

i
2

Teacher: Showmehow this looks in terms of number.
Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Teacher
Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher:

Child:
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Howmany one blocks are there all together?
Six.
Remove two one blocks and how manywill remain?
Showme how this looks in arithmetic language.
(Writes on chalkboard :)

Replace the two one blocks and then remove four. Howmanywill remain?
Two.
Show mehow this looks in arithmetic language.
(Writes on the chalkboard :)

On the chalkboard, slate in arithmetic language, the relationships between six, four,
and two.
(Writes on the cha|khoard:)

2+4=
4+2=
6-4=
6-2=

~AI\7G7G’l



Teacher:
Child:

Multiplication

Show this to me in tenns of number.
(illustrates these functions using theCuisenaire Rods asbefore.)
(Repeat using othernumber combinations untilchilddemonstrates easeofhandling
this concept.)

When teachingmultiplication, the following four concepts are to be conveyed to the child:
Multiplication is:
' The grouping of like amounts
° The addition of like amounts-The counting by a given number
° The fact that when you leam half of the multiplication table, you know it all.
These four concepts are taught as follows:

Multiplication of single digit numbers
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Child:

Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
Child:

(Writes the following on the chalkboard :)

What does this say?
Three times two equals what.
In temis of the number system, this means that there are three groups of two, and
when they are put together there will be one group of howmany? Showme how this
looks in terms of number.
(Arrangcs the Cuisenaire Rods as follows at hisdesk.)

ElU ElEl I] U

Write onthe chalkboard how this would look as an addition.

(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

Put all the rods together and tellme how many there are when placed inone group.
(Puts the rods altogether as follows:)

lIlIlIlIlIlIl

Three groups of two blocksmakes one group ofsix blocks.
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Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
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I agree. On the chalkboard, write the answer to the question, “Three times two equals
what7”
(Writes the numeral 6 and says: “Three times two equals six.”)
Showme how this works when you count by two.
(Points to 2 + 2 + 2 on the chalkboard, and as he points with his ringer, says, “Two,
four, six. Three twos equals six_”)
I agree. Nowwhat does the following say? (On the chalkboardwrites the followingz)

Two times three equals what?
How would you say this in terms of number?
When two groups of three are put together, theywill make one group of how many?
Show me how this looks in terms of number.

(Arranges the Cuisenaire Rods as follows;)

[IDI] EIDE]

Write on the chalkboard how this would look as an addition.
(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

Put all the rods together and tell mehow many there are when placed in one group,
(Puts the rods all together as followsz)

IIIIIEIIIJ

Two groups of three blocksmake one group of sixblocks.
I agree.On the chalkboardwrite the answer to the question, “Two times three equals
what?”
(Writes the numeral six and says, “Two times three equals six.”)
Showme how this works when you count by three.
(Points to a 3 + 3 on the chalkboard, and as he points with his finger, says, "Three,
six. Two threes equal six.”)
How are three times two and two times three the same?
They both equal one group of six.
Showme by grouping the rods.

(Groups the rods as follows:)



ElEI ElIII ElEl
ElElCl EIElEl

(Thenputs each ser together and gels the following)

EEUIEEI

UIUIU

Teacher: Findthe single rod that represents each of these groupings.
Child: (Selects the six rodand measures itwith the group of six rods, as follows:)

EEE
Teacher: I agree,

Multiplication resulting in a product of two digits
Teacher:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher:
Child:

(Writes the followingon the chalkboard :)

What does this say?
Six times three equals what.
How would you say this in words.
When six groups of three are put together, they will make one group of how many?
Or:A group of three taken six times equals how many?
Showmehow this looks in terms of number.

(Arranges the Cuisenaire Rods as followsz)

EIJJEIJIIEIIIIICIIIIJIIIIEEIJ

Write on the chalkboard how this would look as anaddition.
(Writes the following on the chalkboard :)

3+3+3+3+3+3

Putall the rods together and tellmehow many there arewhen placed inone group.
(Puts the rods all together as followsz)

i i
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Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Child:
Teacher:
Child:
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Six groups of three blocks makes one group of eighteen blocks.
I agree. On the chalkboard write the answer to the question, “Six times three equals
what'?”
(Writes the numeral eighteen and says, “Six times three equals eighteen.")
Showmehow thisworks when you count by three.
(Points to 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 on the chalkboard, andas he points with his finger
says, “Three, six, nine, twelve, fifteen, eighteen. Six times three equals eighteen.”)
(Writes thc followingon the chalkboardz)

Three times six equals what.
What does this say?

Howwould you say this in words?
When three groupsof six are put together, they will make one group of how many?
Agroup of six taken 3 times equals howmany?
Show mehow this looks in terms of number.
(Arranges the Cuisenaire Rods as follows:)

EIIIIIJJEIIIIEIIJEIIEIJJ

Write on the chalkboard how this would look as an addition.

(Writes the following on the chalkboardi)

Put all the rods together and tellme how many there are when placed in one group.
(Puts the rods all together as followsz)

l

Three groups of six blocks, makes one group of eighteen blocks.
Iagree.On the chalkboard write the answer to the question, “Three times six equals
what?"

(Writes the numeral eighteen and says: “Three times six equals eighteen.”)
Show me how thisworks when you count by six
(Pointsto6+6+6onthe chalkboard,andashepointswithhis linger says, “Six,twelve,
eighteen. Three times six equals eighteen.”)



Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Child:

How are six times three and three times six the same?
They bothequal onc group of eighteen.
Showme by grouping the rods.
(Groups the rods as followsz)

EUIEEDEEIDUHJEEU
| I E E i I E E I

(Thenputs each set together and gets the followingz)

DE

Find the two rods that represent each of these groupings.
(Selects the ten rod and the eight rod and measures them against the group of
eighteen rods, as follows:)

Teacher: I agree.
Multiplication of two-digit numbers.

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

(Writes the following on the chalkboard:)

'l5 X 24 = ?

Fifteen times twenty-four equals What.
What does this say?

How would you say this in terms of number?
When Fifteen groups oftwenty-fourareput together they Will makeone group ufhow
many? Or:Agroup of twenty-four takenfifteen timesequals one groupofhow many?
Show mehow this looks in terms of number.
(Arranges the Cuisenaire Rods as foll0ws:)

Tens i Ones

Child:

l

lm
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Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher
Child:
Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
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There will be thirty tens and fiheen fours.
Fiheen fours equals how many tens?
(Lines up filieen fours andmatches it with ten blocks, as follows:)

| l l ‘ | l l » s ' \ | |

Replace the hfteen fourswith six tens.

(Removes fiiieen fours and replaces them with six tens.)
Add thirty tens to six tens and how large a group will you have?
Thirty-six tens.
In our number system, what is the highest number you canhave in a column before
you change toanother column?
Nine.
Showmehow thirty-six tens looks according to our number system.
(Draws the following on the chalkboardz)

ll i
What does that say?
Three hundreds, six tens, and no ones.
What does that name?
Three hundred sixty.
I agree.Answer the question, “Filieen times twenty-four equalswhat?”
(Writes on the chalkboardz)

15 x 24 = 360

Fifteen times twenty-four equals three hundred sixty.
Iagreelwouldnow liketoshowhowthisworksusingnumeralsalone.(Writesonthechalk
board :)
Five times four equals twenty ones and looks like this:

5 X 4 = 20

Five times twenty equals one hundred ones and looks like this:

5X2O=‘l0O



Ten times twenty-four equals two hundred forty and looks like this:

10 X24 =240

Add them all together and it looks like this:

20 +100 + 240 =360

The product of Sheen times twenty-four equals three hundred sixty.
(Continue with other similar problems using the same process.)

Developing the Multiplication Table.
On the chalkboard, draw the following;
Have the childwork with you to fill in the various blanks asfollows:

a. Line 1:Any number multiplied by one is the same number. This is known as “identity.”
b. Line2: Show that multiplying by two is the same as countingby two.
c. Line 3 to Line 10:Show that multiplying is like counting by that number.
d. Line 3:Show that knowing 2 X 3, you then know 3 x 2.
e. Line 4: Show that knowing 2 x 4 and 3 x 4, you then know 4 x 2 and4 x 3.
f. Line 5: Show that knowing 2 x 5, 3 x 5, and 4 x 5, you then know 5 x 2, 5 x 3, and 5 x 4.

g. Line 6; Show that knowing2 x 6, 3 x 6, 4 x 6, and 5 x 6, you then know 6x 2, 6 x 3, 6 x 4, and 6
x5.

h. Line7:Show thatknowing2x7,3x7,4x7,5x7, and6x7, you then know7x2,7x3 ,7x4,
7x5,and7x6.

i. Line 8:Showthatknowing2x8,3x8,4x8,5x8,6x8,and7x8,youthenknow8x2,8x3,
8x4,8x5,8x6,and8x7.

j. Line 9: Showthatknowing2x9,3x9,4x9,5x9,6x9,7x9,and8x9,youthenknow9x2,
9x3,9x4,9x5,9x6,9x7,and9x8.

k. Line 10:Show that knowing2x 10,3 x l0,4x l 0 , 5 x l0,6x I0, 7x 10,8 x 10,and9x l0, you
thenknow l0x2,l0x3,l0x4,lOx5,l0x6,l0x7,l0x8,and l0x9.

The completed chart looks like the one on the next page.
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Division

Da notpreprint this chart-have the childwork it out.

N

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

00

9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
16 20 24 28 32 36 40

JrU1

25 30 35 40 45 50
36 42 48 54 60

C3N

49 56 63 70
64 72 80

C0

81 90

QD

10 100

The following concepts are to be conveyed to the child about division:
~ Division is separating one large group of items into a certain number of equal groups.
° Division is the undoing of multiplication.
Division of single-digit numerals:

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:

Child:

Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
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(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)
What does this say?

Six divided by two equals what?
ln terms of number this means that one group of six when divided (or separated) into
two equal groups will have how many in each group? Showme six ones.

(Arranges the Cuisenaire Rods as followsz)

Tens

Make two piles ofone rod each.
(Makes two piles of one each.)

II
Ei

Add one rod to each pile.
(Adds one rod to each pile.)

E

E

Add one more rod to each pile.



Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Demonstrating
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Child:

Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

(Adds onemore rod to each pile.)

Have you used up all of the one rods?
Yes.
How many rods are in each group?
Three.
Write the answer to the question on the chalkboard.

(Goes to the chalkboard, writes the numeral 3, and says: “Six divided by two equals
thrce.”)
I agree.

the relationship between division and multiplication:
Ifyouwere to put two groupsofthree back into onegroup,how large agroupwouidyou
have?

Six.
What did you do to arrive at that?
Imultiplied three times two.
l agree. Show me how these relationships look in terms of numerals.
(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

6+2=3
3 X 2 = 6

Iagree.There isanother relationshipbetween six,three, andtwo,Sixdividedby three says
what? (Writes on the chalkboard: 6 I 3 = ‘?)
Six divided by three equals what.
How would you say this in terms of number?
One group of six when divided into three equal groups will have how many in each

'Jgroup.
Show me six ones.

(Arranges the rods asfollowsz)

Make three piles of one rod each.

(Makes three piles of one rodeach.)

Add one rod to each pile.
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Child: (Adds one rod to each pile.)

Teacher: Have youused up all ofthe one rods?
Child: Yes
Teacher: Howmany are in each group?
Child: Two.
Teacher: Write the answer to the question onmechalkboard.
Child: (Goes to the chalkboard, writes the numeral 2, and says: "Six divided by three equals

two.”)
Teacher: lagree.Ifyouwere toput twogroupsofthreebackintoonegroup,howlargeagroupwould

you have?
Child: Six.
Teacher: What did you do to arrive at that?
Child: Imultiplied two times three.
Teacher: Iagree. Show mehow these relationships look in terms of numeral.
Child: (Writes the following on the chalkboard:)

6+3=2

2x3=6

Teacher: I agree. (Continues the same process using other single digit combinations thatdivide
equally.)

Division of two-digit numerals
Teacher: (Writes the following on the chalkboard :)

96 + 32 = '?

What does this say?
Child: Ninety-six divided by thirty-two equalswhat.
Teacher: Howwould you say this interms of number?
Child; One group of ninety-six when arranged in thirty-two equal groups will have how

many in each group?
Teacher: Show meninety-six in tcmas of number.
Child: (Selects nine ten rods and six ones.)
Teacher: Can you separate thcm into thirty-two parts?
Child: No.
Teacher: What will you have to do?
Child: Cash the tens in for one rods.
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Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child;

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

Show me ninety ones.
Cashes in nine ten rods for ninety one rods.
Make thirty-two piles of one rodeach.
(Makes thirty-two piles of one rod each.)
Add one rodto each pile.
(Adds one rod to each pile.)
Add one more rod to each pile.
(Adds one more rod to each pile.)
Have you used up all ofthe one rods?
Yes.
How many one rods are in each pile?
Three.
Write thc answer to the question on the chalkboard.
(Goes to the chalkboard, writes the numeral 3, and says: “Ninety-six divided by
thirty-two equals three.”)
I agree. Show me how this would look as a multiplication.
(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

96 + 32 = 3
3 X 32 =96

Continue the same process using other two-digit combinations that divide equally.

I agree.

Demonstrating a way to make it easier
Teacher: It seems that dividingby arranging thc rods into pilcs tongureout an answer is a long

and hard way. There must be an easier and quicker way. Does anyone have any
ideas?

Have the children discuss possible ways to do it casicr. Try whatever they say.After a reasonable
period of time, if a child has not come up with an answer relating multiplication to the division,
discuss division in relationship to multiplication, as follows:
Teacher

Child:
Teacher
Child:

Teacher:

(Writes the following on the chalkboard :)

What does this say?
Fifteen divided by three equals what.
Howwould you say this in tenns of number?
One group of fifteenwhen divided into three equalgroups will havehow manyin each
group?
Howwould you state this in terms ofmultiplication?
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Child:

Teacher
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher:

(Goes to the chalkboard, writes

and says: “What times three equals fifteen or three groups of how many in each
groupwill make one group of liReen?”)
1agree. How large will each group be?
Five.
Showme.

(Arranges thc one rods into three groups of live.)
1agree. Write the answer onthe chalkboard.
(Goesto thechalkboard, writcs the numeral 5, andsays: “Fiheendividedbythree equals
five.”)
I agree.
Continue the sameprocess using other combinations that divide equally.

Divisionof numerals resulting in a remainder.
Teacher:

Child:
Teacher:
Child:

Teacher
Child:

Teacher

Child:

Teacher:
Child:
Teacher:
Child:
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(Writes the following on the chalkboardz)

What does this say?
Seventeen divided by four equals what.
Howwould you say this intemls of number?
Oncgroupof seventeenwhendivided intofourequal groupswillhave howmany ineach
group?
Make four piles of one rod each.
(Makes four piles of one rodeach.)

l m n m m l
Add one rod to cachpile until you use up all of the rods.

(Addsone rod toeach pileuntilhenotices hehas one rod leh over.)

|Il]]]lIlIl]Ill]IlIl'JEEl:lI|

EI

Were you able to use up all of the rods equally?
No, I have one rod left over.
Howwould you writewhat you have in terms of numeral?
I would write fourwith one lehover.



Teacher: Show me.
Child: (Goes to the chalkboard, writes the 4 remainder of 1,and says: “Seventeen divided

by four equals fourWith a remainder of one.)

I 17 + 4 =4 remainder of 1 O
Teacher: I agree. Show this to me as amultiplication.
Child: (Writes the following on the chalkboard:

Stated as amultiplicationwould look like this:
(7 X 4) + l = 17

(4 x 4)+ l 1 17
Four times four equals sixteen plus the remainder of one equals seventeen.

Teacher: I agree.
Continue the same process using other combinations that do not divide equally.
Fractions and decimals
Fractions and decimals are beyond thc scope of this chapter; however, using the Cuisenaire handbook and
some creativity, a teacher can apply the principles of language to these functions.

Working with Money
When the concept ofmoney is iirst introduced ina classroom, the children already know somethingabout
it because they have had a great deal of exposure to money.Many children have handled money before
they understood whatmoneywas all about, Some children put pennies in a piggy bankwhen they are quite
young. They hear about money in the home whenever they ask for something new, such as a toy, a game,
a bicycle, ice cream, clothing or something else theymay have a whim for. Usually they hear their parents
telling them that their daddy doesn’t have enough money. There are times when the child is scnt to the
grocery store, drug store, or candy store to buy something for his mother or father. He is givenmoney and
he knows that he is expected to bring home money in the form of what his parents call “change”Money
is somethingchildren will have to livewith all of their lives.
There are many activities the classroom teacher can do to give moneymore meaning and understanding.
Some activities are as follows:
l. Have the children setup a model store in the classroom. Thismay be done as follows:
a. The children discuss and decide what items to have in their classroom store. They may have pencils,
erasers, paper, notebooks, toys, milk, Kleenex, and other items that they maywant.

b. Do notmake moneyavailable to the children.
c. Have them discuss how toprocure items from the classroom store.
d. Lead them into the concept of trading or bartering something that they already have for something

that they want. As they trade back and forth they will realize that sometimes they have to make a
decision between keeping something that they really like and Want for something that they Want
evenmore.When this happens, ask them if they can think of a way that they can have the item they
want topurchase and still keep the item they already have.

e. Leadthe children into an understanding that theonly way they can keep objects they want is through
the medium of money.Make up gold colored items which in fantasy can be considered as being
precious because there is not too much of it. This will serve as a precious and rare metal, which
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in reality can be compared to gold. Have hiding places around the room where you put this rare
metal (similar toamine).Have some ofthe children become prospectors and hunt the gold (this can
be tied inwith the gold rush of 1859and otherhistorical incidents which concemman’s hunt for this
preciousmetal). Distributesome of the mock-gold to the children in equal quantities and use this as
amedium of exchange-commodities for gold (this can tie into a lesson onweights aswell, but keep
it simple). Show how some people will become gold exchangers or break the gold down into smaller
amounts,while othersmay accumulatemore. A whole lesson ineconomics can be taught around this
concept by having some children do things for other children to eam money.
(You might discuss the feelings of the children who suddenly become affluentwhen they discover
gold. Discuss the feelings of the children who have limitedresources. This can help lead to socio-
logical understanding.)
After the children see how they exchange something valuable for commodities, then substitute the
gold for pennies. (lf mothers wish, they can make up small bags for the pennies, or teach the chil-
dren how to make a small money pouch.) Have the children work with large quantities of pennies.
Teach convenience in handling by having them realize how cumbersome, awkward, and time
consuming the handling of pennies becomes. Discuss this inconvenience with them and elicit from
the children that it would be much easier to have a way of representing a larger number of pennies
with coins or paper of greater denomination. It is important to have them realize that whatever the
larger unit will be, it must relate to the penny or one-cent piece.
(1) When discussing coins, itmay bemore meaningful to go into the historicalbackground ofthe

various types of coins. Possibly, one ofthe children ora parent has a coin collection and might
be willing to share the experience of seeing old coins.

(2) Show a relationship between the penny or one cent piece and the single Cuisenaire rod.
(a)Demonstrate to the child how a nickelmeans the same and takes the place of tive pennies,
just asthe yellow rod (5-unit rod)means the sameand takes theplace ofEve one rods.

(b)A dime means the same and takes the place of ten pennies, just as the orange rod (10-unit
rod) means the same and takes the place of ten one rods.

(c)A quarter means the same and takes the place of twenty-five pennies.
(3) Ask the children which is easier to carry around-five pennies or a nickel, ten pennies or a

dime, etc.
Show the children how coins can become heavy as you start getting into larger quantities. Discuss
the need for lighter money in larger quantities, such as paper money.Use a dollar bill to show the
following relationships:

100pennies
20 nickels
10dimes Each is the same as a dollar bill.
4 quarters

Have the children make change from the money that they are using. Suggest to parents that they
take their children shopping and discuss various prices with them. Have them talk about the rela-
tive costs of items, especially food, where there is such a large variety of prices. Have them watch
the checker in the supermarket and allow them the privilege ot`paying for the food and counting
the change. When they get home have the children check the cash register tape. (Seeing the cash
register tape and price designations in storeswill make the childaware that money iswritten in two
ways in terms of thc symbols “$” and “¢” and in terms of decimals. When they see an item in the
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supermarketmarked, they will note that itwill usually be in terms of $, yet the cash register tape
will show it marked in terms of decimals. Explain the following:
(l)Money wn'tten as 4¢, 2094¢, or 49¢ is being related to pennies.
(2)Money written as $.04, $.20 or $.49 is being related to parts of a dollar of l00 pennies (4/100,

20/I00, or 49/ IOO),which means four parts of a dollar, twenty parts ofa dollar, or forty-nine
parts of a dollar; which then relates back to one hundred pennies.)

2. Have the children do a lesson inhistory or social studies by tracing the evolution ofmoney and its need.
a. Startwith the barter system and then show the need for amedium ofexchange aswe know it today.
b. Explain letter ofcredit,money, checks and credit cards.

3, Have the children use games involving the use of money, such as Monopoly.
4. Have the children look through magazines and cut out ads where money is designated,
Discuss this with the children.

Summary
When mathematics is treated as a language used to symbolically describe concrete relationships, a child
will be able to learn the relationships between number and numeral. Talking the language of mathematics
will enable him to handle the operations of mathematics, which are so essential to daily living and his
future in the educational process. The initial time it takes to develop this process will pay dividends in
future perfonnance and remove the need for remedial work. As a remedial tool, it will open the child to
leaming.
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